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By this year 2017, there are 28B IoT devices, and by year
2020, there will be 50.1B IoT devices [2]. The per year increase
is more than 20%. By year 2025, they will generate 11 trillion
dollars value [2]. The shift from battery-powered systems to
self-powered systems promises to fuel the next revolution in
the Internet of Things (IoT). The ability to power IoT devices
using ambient, scavenged energy liberates them from the lifetime, deployment, and servicing limitations of a fixed battery.
While ambient energy sources are notoriously fickle, concurrent advances in energy harvesting, ultra-low power computation, and non-volatile memory have enabled a new generation of processors, known as non-volatile processors (NVPs),
which tightly integrate non-volatile memory elements into the
logic fabric of the processor, thereby enabling almost instantaneous stopping and starting of execution via parallel distributed backup and restore functionality for processor state.
For NVPs with microarchitectural hardware-managed backup,
systems can make persistent progress even if only one instruction successfully completes between power interruptions.
Prior efforts on hardware-managed NVPs that perform local computation have focused on enhancing the efficiency of
converting harvested energy into persistently executed instructions [4, 5]. These techniques primarily focused on (1) reducing the number and overheads of backups and restores and (2)
adapting the compute architecture to exploit dynamic variations in incoming power.
However, the forward progress metric used in these works
does not directly capture higher level application semantics regarding the "utility" of the work performed: In many IoT applications, temporal and interactivity requirements can make the quality of partial results, or even the existence of any response at all, more
important than the fraction of instructions needed to eventually produce a "best-quality” result. Adding a "quality knob" provides
flexibility in an NVP, where the need to make conservative decisions regarding energy reserves for backup operations can
otherwise impose substantial overheads on execution. In an
NVP, if the effort needed to ensure preservation of data is sufficiently reduced, some power emergencies may be avoided,
improving response timeliness. Moreover, in addition to natural synergies with power management, accepting variable
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Figure 1: Incidental approximation concept
quality responses frees a harvesting system to apportion effort with respect to the continued relevance of the data being
processed: If an NVP has been without power for some substantial time, resuming work on the input it was processing
when power failed may have lower utility, from an application
perspective, than moving on to processing the newest input.
In this paper, we introduce incidental approximate computation to address opportunistic responsiveness versus quality tradeoffs under unstable power income, and implement
and evaluate an instantiation of the incidental computing approach based on memory and datapath approximation within
an NVP.
Noticing such a phenomenon that In many deployment scenarios, catching up quickly after a power failure may take priority
over the quality of response, and another phenomenon that data
importance drops over time, we first introduce the incidental
computing concept for NVPs as shown in Figure 1. Instead
of rolling back after power failure, incidental computing rolls
forward to process the most recent and (most of the time) most
important new data. If there is additional power available beyond that needed to process the new data, then older data will
be processed at reduced quality. Incomplete executions from
before a power failure are regarded as "incidental" and their
importance drops over time. For the energy-harvesting NVP
scenario explored in this paper, this is done through bitwidthoriented approximation techniques in the datapath, memory,
and backup-recovery modules to divide power and resources
and provide differential guarantees of output quality between
the current and prior computations. We also propose incidental recomputing, wherein the quality of older computations
targeted for incidental computing can be gradually improved
iteratively if picked up over multiple incidental computing
passes.
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Current NVPs [4, 6, 7] utilize nonvolatile technologies with
maximum retention times on the order of a decade or more,
and parameters tuned to maximize both retention and reliability. However, most power emergencies in wearable harvesting
devices last just a few ms, and are rarely more than a fraction
of a second, as shown in Figure 2. Approximate computing
provides an opportunity to substantially mitigate these overheads by relaxing the reliability of the "lower order" NVM bits
used to back up data during power emergencies, and using
commensurately less energy for backup and recovery operations, as shown in Figure 3. We propose incidental backup
with several retention time matching models and supporting
write circuits that can reduce the energy of backup operations
through matching the retention time to the combination of the
duration of power emergencies and the impacts of reduced fidelity to overall approximation quality. We consider three retention time reduction functions to shape the retention time
in a way that reduces from the most significant bit to the least
significant bit, as shown in Figure 4.
Collectively, the incidental approximation approaches improve forward progress by 4.28x improvement within tolerable quality loss. 4X-5X forward progress vastly extend the
application domain of energy harvesting IoTs, making some
applications traditionally impossible due to limited harvested
energy and high processor starting threshold, now possible.
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